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Abstract  
 A multi hop wireless sensing element network consists of a huge range of nodes and the consecutive link 
between them. Wireless sensing element network usually comprises a sizable amount of distributed nodes. In WSN 
one in all the most issues is said to power issue as a result of each node is operated by external battery. In order to 
possess an outsized network life time all nodes have to be compelled to minimize their power consumption. A node 
consists of a little battery, therefore, energy related to this is often terribly less, therefore, replacement or renewal of 
battery isn't possible that is incredibly pricey. Hence some technique is applied through that power related to every 
node are often preserved. In this paper, we have a tendency to projected style for implementation of wireless sensing 
element network protocol for low power consumption by mistreatment power gating signal. 
 
Introduction 
 The term "wireless" has become a generic and panoptic world accustomed describe 
communications during which electromagnetic waves to hold a proof over half or the whole 
communication path. Wireless technology will ready to reach just about every location on the 
surface of the planet. Because of the tremendous success of wireless voice and electronic 
messaging services, it's hardly shocking that wireless communication is commencing to be 
applied to the domain of non-public and business computing [1-5]. Ad- hoc and sensing 
element Networks are one in all the elements of the wireless communication. In ad-hoc 
network, every and each node is unable to speak with each other with none fastened 
infrastructure. This is often really one in all the options that differentiate between ad-hoc and 
different wireless technology like cellular networks and wireless local area network that really 
needed infrastructure based mostly communication like through some base station.  
The wireless sensing element network is one in all the class belongs to ad-hoc networks. 
Sensing element network are composed of nodes. Here really the node contains a specific name 
that's “Sensor” as a result of these nodes are equipped with good sensors. A sensing element 
node is a device that converts a detected characteristic like temperature, vibrations, pressure 
into a kind acknowledge by the users. Wireless sensing element networks nodes are less mobile 
than ad-hoc networks [6-10]. Therefore quality just in case of ad-hoc is additional. In wireless 
sensing element network information are requested relying upon sure physical amount. 
Therefore wireless sensing element network is information central. A sensing element consists 
of an electrical device, an embedded processor, little memory unit associated a wireless 
transceiver and everyone these devices run on the facility equipped with a hooked up 
battery[11 – 16]. 
 Ancient development of wireless sensing element network corpuscle is usually supported 
SoC platform however here we have a tendency to are planning to implement protocol on 
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FPGA platform therefore we have a tendency to use the term hybrid technology Battery 
problems The battery provides power to the entire sensing element node and thence plays a 
significant role in determinative sensing element node period [17-21]. 
 Batteries are complicated devices whose operation depends on several factors together with 
battery dimensions, a form of conductor material used, and diffusion rate of the active 
materials within the solution. Additionally, there are often many non-idealities that may sneak 
in throughout battery operation, that adversely have an effect on system period. We have a 
tendency to describe the varied battery non-idealities and discuss system level design 
approaches that may be accustomed prolong battery period [22 – 28]. 
    Rated capability impact the foremost vital issue that affects battery period is that the 
discharge rate or the quantity of current drawn from the battery. Every battery contains a rated 
current capability, such as by the manufacturer. Drawing higher current than the rated worth 
ends up in a significant reduction in battery life. this is often as a result of, if a high current is 
drawn from the battery, the speed at that active ingredients diffuse through the solution falls 
behind the speed at that they're consumed at the electrodes. If the high discharge rate is 
maintained for a protracted time, the electrodes run out of active materials, leading to battery 
death despite the fact that active ingredients are still present within the solution [ 29- 32]. 
Hence, to avoid battery life degradation, the quantity of current drawn from the battery ought 
to be unbroken beneath tight check. sadly, reckoning on the battery kind (lithium particle, 
NiMH, NiCd, alkaline, etc.), the minimum needed current consumption of sensing element 
nodes typically exceeds the rated current capability, resulting in suboptimal battery period. 
Relaxation impact. The impact of high discharge rates are often alleviated to a particular extent 
through battery relaxation. If the discharge current from the battery is brought to a halt or 
reduced, the diffusion and transport rate of active materials catches up with the depletion 
caused by the discharge [ 33 – 34]. This development is named the relief impact and permits the 
battery to recover some of its lost capability. Battery lifetime are often considerably raised if the 
system is operated specified this drawn from the battery is often reduced to very low values or 
is totally shut off 
 
Conclusion 
 This paper describes challenges faced by wireless detector network and gift vogue for low 
power transmitter. Gift techniques that are accessible are troublesome and economically dear to 
implement. The design technique that we have got used in our paper is robust, low worth and 
straightforward to implement. The utilization of Power Gating signal permits our system to 
satisfy the low power needs of wireless detector node. If we've got an inclination to write down 
VHDL code for our protocol implementation and conclude it power once simulation then 
we've got an inclination to induce power as low as 20µW thus such amount power saving can 
cause vital improvement in detector network amount. Therefore our approach for 
implementation of wireless detector network protocol is simple and worth effective. 
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